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Quantum uncertainty of laser light limits the sensitivity of gravitational-
wave observatories. In the past 30 years, techniques for squeezing the quantum
uncertainty as well as for enhancing the gravitational-wave signal with optical
resonators were invented. Resonators, however, have finite linewidths; and the
high signal frequencies that are produced during the scientifically highly interesting
ring-down of astrophysical compact-binary mergers cannot be resolved today. Here,
we propose an optical approach for expanding the detection bandwidth. It uses
quantum uncertainty squeezing inside one of the optical resonators, compensating
for finite resonators linewidths while maintaining the low-frequency sensitivity
unchanged. Introducing the quantum expander for boosting the sensitivity of
future gravitational-wave detectors, we envision it to become a new tool in other
cavity-enhanced metrological experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
The dawn of gravitational-wave astronomy has begun with the historic detection of binary
black hole coalescence in 2015 [1], and several more detections that followed in the years af-
ter [2]. The latest observation of gravitational waves was from a binary neutron star inspiral.
It was succeeded by observations of a broad spectrum of electromagnetic counterparts [3, 4]
and demonstrated that gravitational-wave astronomy is invaluable for understanding the
Universe [5, 6]. Further increasing the sensitivity of GWOs is of utmost importance to
maximize the scientific output of combined multi-messenger astronomical observations.
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2Gravitational-wave observatories, such as Advanced LIGO [7], Advanced Virgo [8], KA-
GRA [10] and GEO600 [9], are based on the Michelson interferometer topology (see Fig. 1),
where the incoming gravitational wave changes the relative optical path length of two inter-
ferometer arms. The ability of the observatories to measure gravitational waves is limited
by various disturbances that also change the differential path length or manifest themselves
as such. The main noise source at signal frequencies above ∼ 50 Hz in the current gener-
ation of GW observatories is the quantum uncertainty of the light field, which results in
shot noise (photon counting noise) [7, 11]. Noise at lower frequencies has contributions of
several origins such as Brownian motion of the mirror surfaces and suspensions, as well as
the quantum radiation pressure noise, which comes from mirrors’ random motion due to
quantum fluctuations of light power [12, 13]. All these noise sources give contribution to the
photocurrent of the photodiode placed on the signal port of the detector. The observatory’s
sensitivity to the GW signal, i.e. its ability to discriminate between the GW signal and
noise, is given by the observatory’s signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The sensitivity ultimately is
limited by the “quantum Cramer-Rao bound” (QCRB) [14] of the detector. For continuous
signals the best sensitivity at each frequency is determined by the radiation pressure force
exerted on the test mass by quantum fluctuations of the light field [15]. One way to lower
the QCRB is to increase the quantum uncertainty in the amplitude of the light field by
injecting phase-squeezed vacuum states of light into the interferometer [12, 16, 17], which
has become a well-established technique for GW observatories [18–20]
A conventional way to increase the signal response of the detector is to use the optical
resonators, as implemented already in the first generation of GWOs [21]. The resonance
buildup of optical energy in resonators increases the radiation pressure force [22] and hence
lowers the QCRB. The current (second) generation design includes Fabry-Perot cavities in
the arms, as well as the signal-extraction (SE) cavity on the dark port of the detector [23].
Resonators, however, only significantly lower the QCRB at frequencies below the resonators
linewidth, i.e. they reduce the observatory’s detection bandwidth [24]. Injection of squeezed
states, mentioned above, is not able to counteract the loss of bandwidth due to resonators.
The issue of detector bandwidth becomes crucial in the era of multi-messenger astron-
omy [3]. The information about physics of extremal nuclear matter is hidden in waveforms
of gravitational waves radiated from the post-merger remnants of binary neutron star sys-
tems [25]. Obtaining this information is important for unraveling the physics of compact
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FIG. 1. Conceptual representation of the GW observatory with our quantum expander. The
relative change in the distance between the central beam splitter and the test masses due to a
gravitational wave is measured on the signal port with a photodiode PD. Optical cavities in the arms
are used to enhance the light power and the signal. Additional mirrors independently enhance the
signal (signal extraction mirror) and power (power recycling mirror, PRM). The external squeezed
light field is injected into a dark port to suppress the shot noise. We add a nonlinear χ(2) crystal in
the signal extraction cavity, formed by the SE mirror and input mirrors, which creates internally
squeezed light field to boost the high-frequency sensitivity.
astrophysical objects — the engines that drive gamma-ray bursts, the origin of heavy ele-
ments and possible modifications to general relativity [26, 27]. These waveforms have typical
frequencies above 1 kHz, where the sensitivity of current observatories degrades due to the
bandwidth.
Over the past 20 years the challenge of increasing the bandwidth without changing the
peak sensitivity at low frequencies has become one of the cornerstones for the design of
future gravitational-wave detectors [28, 29]. Previous concepts involved use of unstable
optomechanical or atomic systems in so-called “negative dispersion” operation [30–34]. In
4this work we propose a new and all-optical concept without instabilities, which targets
on achieving the same goal, i.e. arbitrary expansion of detection bandwidth, given low
enough quantum decoherence. This quantum-expanded signal extraction concept is based on
optical parametric amplification process inside the interferometer, which allows to increase
the quantum fluctuations in the amplitude of the light by introducing quantum correlations,
thereby reducing the QCRB. Due to the optical coupling between the cavities, the quantum
uncertainty at high frequencies gets squeezed such that it compensates the reduction in signal
enhancement due to the cavity linewidth. At low frequencies neither signal nor quantum
noise change, which maintains the existing sensitivity, which is optimized for observing the
pre-merger stages of binary coalescence. Our approach is fully compatible with further
enhancements to the detector design, such as injection of frequency-dependent squeezed
light or variational readout [35–38].
Placing an optical parametric amplifier inside the detector has been considered for other
purposes before [39–42], and all-optical quantum expansion of bandwidth has never been
proposed so far.
II. QUANTUM BOOST OF HIGH-FREQUENCY SENSITIVITY
In future, GW interferometers will operate with the signal port being at the dark fringe.
In this operating condition all of the light power pumped into the interferometer is reflected
towards the source of the pump light. The only light that leaves the interferometer through
the dark signal port corresponds to the signal caused by the dynamical change in the differ-
ential arm length, e.g. due to a GW. The zero-point fluctuation that enters the dark port
defines the shot noise of the interferometer.
With respect to the quantum noise and the signal, the interferometer topology can be
conceptually represented by a simpler system of two coupled cavities [43]: the arm cavity
with optical mode aˆ, and the signal-extraction cavity, formed by the front mirror of the
arm cavity and the signal-extraction mirror, with optical mode aˆq, see Fig. 2A. The two
modes are coupled through the partially reflective front mirror of the arm cavity, with a
coupling frequency ωs, which depends on the reflectivity of this front mirror. For illustrative
purposes we limit the discussion to the interaction of these two modes, while the complete
description should include the effects of the next free spectral range of the arm cavity and
5FIG. 2. Concept of the quantum expander. A) Model system of two coupled cavities, arm and
signal extraction (SE), with nonlinear crystal inside SE cavity; B) resonance enhancement of the
SE mode at frequencies close to ωs and suppression at low frequencies, with two free spectral
ranges (FSR) of the arm cavity; C) suppression of the shot noise at high frequency by the quantum
expander (red) compared to the vacuum level (blue), in comparison to the scaling of the signal
transfer function (TF) due to the cavity linewidth with quantum expander (green) and without
(blue), where the signal is suppressed by 6 dB due to the parametric process; D) noise-to-signal ratio
for the detector with quantum expander (red) and without (blue). On C) the quantum expander
noise squeezing has exactly the same scaling as signal reduction due to the cavity bandwidth, so
the signal-to-noise ratio is boosted at high frequencies, as seen on D).
the interaction with its mode. In this assumption the system can be described by a standard
Hamiltonian for coupled harmonic oscillators: Hˆ/h¯ = ω0aˆ
†aˆ+ω0aˆ†qaˆq+ωs(aˆ
†
qaˆ+ aˆ
†aˆq). If the
system is excited at one of the normal frequencies, ω0 ± ωs, the excitation energy is equally
split between the two modes. However, when one of the modes (e.g. aˆq) is excited at ω0,
the complete energy gets redistributed into the coupled mode (aˆ). In this way when mode
6aˆq is open to the environment and driven by the incoming zero-point fluctuation, its noise
components are strongly suppressed at sideband frequencies ω0 ± Ω,Ω  ωs, and all the
energy at these frequencies goes into the coupled mode aˆ. For larger frequency Ω, the noise
becomes resonant inside the SE cavity as well, and reaches its maximum at ωs, as can be
seen of Fig.2B. It is this particular resonant structure that we take advantage of for boosting
the sensitivity of the detector at high frequencies. We propose to place an optical parametric
amplifier, e.g. a χ(2) nonlinear crystal, inside the SE cavity. The parametric process will
amplify the fluctuations in one quadrature of the mode aˆq, and suppress the fluctuations
in its conjugate counterpart. Depending on the sideband frequency Ω, the amplification
strength varies due to the presence of the coupled cavity structure. At frequencies around
ω0, the excitation of mode aˆq is suppressed, so the parametric process is inefficient, and no
squeezing is produced. At the same time, the SE cavity is resonant for higher frequencies
Ω ∼ ωs, so the crystal produces a high squeeze factor. The suppression of shot noise at the
frequencies 0  Ω  ωs happens exactly at the same rate as the reduction in the signal
amplification due to the detector bandwidth, see Fig. 2C. The two processes compensate
each other, and the signal-to-noise ratio remains constant, thus the bandwidth is expanded,
see Fig. 2D.
Quantum expansion effect can be demonstrated in more detail by formulating a complete
Hamiltonian of the model two-mode system (for a general analysis of the system, see the
Supplementary Material):
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆint + Hˆγ + Hˆx − FGWx; (1)
Hˆ0 = h¯ω0aˆ
†aˆ+ h¯ω0aˆ†qaˆq; (2)
Hˆint= h¯ωsaˆ
†
qaˆ+
1
2
h¯κβe−2iω0taˆ†qaˆ
†
qe
iφ + h.c.; (3)
Hˆγ = ih¯
√
2γ
∫ ∞
−∞
(
aˆ†q(ω)aˆin(ω)− aˆ†in(ω)aˆq(ω)
)
dω; (4)
Hˆx = −Fˆrpxˆ = −h¯G0aˆ†aˆxˆ, (5)
where aˆ, aˆq are the arm cavity and SE cavity modes, and ω0 is their natural resonance
frequency; ωs = c
√
TITM/(4LSELarm) is the coupling rate between two cavities, TITM is the
transmission of the front mirror of the arm cavity, LSE, Larm are the lengths of the signal
extraction and arm cavity, respectively; γ = cTSE/(4LSE) is the coupling rate of the SE
mode to the continuum of input modes aˆin; x is the displacement of the test mass partially
in reaction to the gravitational-wave tidal force FGW; the mirror motion x is coupled via the
7radiation-pressure force Fˆrp to the cavity mode with strength G0 = ω0/Larm; κ is the coupling
strength due to a crystal nonlinearity under a second harmonic pump field with amplitude
β and phase φ. The pump field is assumed to be classical and its depletion is neglected.
Quantum expansion affects only the high frequency sensitivity, which is dominated by the
shot noise. This justifies us to ignore in this simple model the effects of the quantum radiation
pressure on the dynamics of the test mass, effectively assuming infinite mass of the mirrors,
whose displacement is caused only by the GW strain h0 = x/Larm. Note that the expression
for the coupling frequency ωs is modified when the higher FSR of the arm cavity is taken
into account, and in the current form only applicable when ωs  ωFSR = c/(2Larm).
The light field in the system can be expressed in terms of the input fields by solving
the Hamiltonian above. We write the input-output relations for the amplitude and phase
quadrature of the light (denoted by upper indices (1, 2) correspondingly), representing the
field leaving the detector aˆ
(1)
out, field inside the SE cavity aˆ
(2)
q , and field inside the arm cavity
aˆ(1) in terms of input noise fields aˆ
(1,2)
in :
aˆ
(1)
out(Ω)= aˆ
(1)
in (Ω)
(γ − χ)Ω + i(Ω2 − ω2s)
(γ + χ)Ω− i(Ω2 − ω2s)
+ h0(Ω)
2iG
√
γωs
(γ + χ)Ω− i(Ω2 − ω2s)
, (6)
aˆ(2)q (Ω)= aˆ
(2)
in (Ω)
√
2γΩ
(γ + χ)Ω− i(Ω2 − ω2s)
+ h0(Ω)
iGωs
(γ + χ)Ω− i(Ω2 − ω2s)
, (7)
aˆ(1)(Ω)= aˆ
(2)
in (Ω)
i
√
2γωs
(γ − χ)Ω− i(Ω2 − ω2s)
, (8)
where we linearized the system dynamics and introduced an effective parametric gain χ =
κβ, effective signal coupling strength G =
√
2PcLarmω0/(h¯c) and optical power inside the
arm cavity Pc = h¯ω0a¯, with a¯ being an average amplitude of the mode aˆ. Several features
can be seen in these equations. First, when we remove the crystal (i.e. χ = 0) in the
typical operational range of GW observatories Ω  ωs, the input-output relation Eq.(6)
reduces to the standard one for a baseline GWO [43, 44], with the detection bandwidth
given by: γbaseline = ω
2
s/γ = cTITM/(TSELarm). Second, the noise term in Eq.(7) is strongly
suppressed at zero sideband frequency, as we described above in the example with two
coupled modes: aˆ(2)q (0) = h(0)G/ωs, therefore virtually no squeezing is produced at low
frequencies. The noise on the output in Eq.(6) at low frequencies is defined by the vacuum
field reflected directly off the signal extraction mirror. Third, when the sideband frequency
matches the normal mode frequency, Ω = ωs, the signal mode takes the form: aˆ
(1)
out(ωs) =
aˆ
(1)
in (γ−χ)/(γ +χ) + 2ih0(ωs)G√γ/(γ +χ). This equation shows that when the parametric
8gain approaches threshold: χ → γ, the noise term becomes almost infinitely squeezed [17],
but signal gets deamplified by maximally a factor of 2. Despite the signal deamplification,
ideally the SNR in this case can become infinite, as we show below by computing the
sensitivity of the quantum-expanded detector.
The noise spectral density of the GWO with quantum expander, normalized to the unity
of strain h, can be obtained from Eqs.(6)-(8) and further approximated in the typical regime
where GWOs operate, γ  ωs  Ω, as following:
Sh(Ω) =
h¯c
8ω0LarmPc
(Ω2 − ω2s)2 + (γ − χ)2Ω2
γω2s
≈ h¯c
8ω0LarmPc
γ2q + Ω
2
γω2s
(γ − χ)2, (9)
with the new detection bandwidth defined as γq = ω
2
s/(γ − χ). Without the quantum
expansion, χ = 0, the baseline sensitivity decreases with the frequency increase, limited by
the detector’s bandwidth γbaseline = ω
2
s/γ:
Sbaselineh (Ω) =
h¯c
8ω0LarmPc
(Ω2 − ω2s)2 + γ2Ω2
γω2s
≈ h¯c
8ω0LarmPc
γ2baseline + Ω
2
γω2s
γ2. (10)
The detection bandwidth γq can ideally be expanded infinitely (in the two-mode approxima-
tion) by a factor of γ/(γ − χ)→∞ when squeezing approaches the threshold point χ = γ.
At this point the sensitivity is given by
Sh(Ω) =
h¯c
8ω0LarmPc
ω2s
γ
, (11)
which is approximately frequency independent under Ω  ωs, as a result of expanded
bandwidth γq. In reality, even in the lossless case, the bandwidth is still limited by the next
free spectral range of the arm cavity, and the detector’s response function to the gravitational
wave (which becomes important when the gravitational wavelength is comparable to the arm
length). The effect of the quantum expander on a baseline GW observatory is shown on
Fig. 3. To produce this figure we compute the sensitivity based on the transfer matrix
approach (as presented in the Supplementary Material), which better describes the high-
frequency behavior in the longer detectors, i.e. when ωs ∼ ωFSR. It also takes into account
the effects of quantum radiation pressure noise, quantum decoherence, the next free spectral
ranges of the cavities as well as the response function of the detector to gravitational waves.
The sensitivity of any gravitational-wave observatory is ultimately limited by its quan-
tum Cramer-Rao bound (QCRB) SQCRBh (Ω) [15]. The conditions for reaching its quantum
Cramer-Rao bound are that (i) the quantum radiation pressure noise is evaded, and (ii) the
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FIG. 3. Effect of the quantum expander on the detector’s sensitivity to gravitational-wave strain
Sh(f) (red), in combination with variational readout [35]. The photon shot-noise limited bandwidth
of the semiclassical Gravitational Wave Observatory (GWO, blue dashed line) is expanded by
squeezing operation inside the detector at high frequencies (solid red line, red shading). The
effect reduces as quantum decoherence due to optical loss is introduced (different shades of red
for quantum expander, gray dot-dashed line for semiclassical GWO). At low frequencies quantum
noise remains unaffected by quantum expansion, and allows to use the variational readout (green
shading) to evade the quantum radiation-pressure noise (QRPN). The boundary where the QRPN
becomes equal to the shot noise at different light powers, know as the Standard Quantum Limit
(SQL) is plotted in black dots. The parameters used for plotting are based on the benchmark
parameter set for the 3d generation of GWOs: optical wavelength λ = 1550 nm; light power inside
the arm cavity Pc = 4 MW; arm cavity length L = 20 km; SE cavity length ls = 56 m; mirror mass
m = 200 kg; input mirror power transmission Ti = 0.07; SE mirror power transmission Ts = 0.35.
upper and lower optical sidebands generated by the GW are equal in amplitude. The quan-
tum expander configuration does not affect the QRPN, and allows to satisfy condition (i) at
low frequency by back-action evading techniques (e.g. variational readout). We prove that
the condition (ii) is satisfied by directly computing the QCRB in the case of GW detectors
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is defined as follows [15]:
SQCRBh (Ω) =
h¯2
2L2armSFF (Ω)
=
h¯c
4ω0LarmPc
1
Saa(Ω)
, (12)
where SFF (Ω) is the single-sided spectrum of the radiation-pressure force Fˆrp, and Saa(Ω)
is the noise spectrum of the arm cavity field, which one can compute from Eq. 9:
Saa(Ω) =
2γω2s
(γ − χ)2Ω2 + (Ω2 − ω2s)2
(13)
Therefore the limit on the sensitivity is given by the QCRB in the following form:
SQCRBx (Ω) =
h¯c
4ω0LarmPc
(Ω2 − ω2s)2 + (γ − χ)2Ω2
2γω2s
, (14)
which is identical to Eq. (10). The sensitivity becomes unbounded (QCRB turns to zero) at
the parametric threshold χ = γ at frequency Ω = ωs.
This calculation demonstrates, that in the ideal case our quantum expander operates
exactly at the QCRB, which on top is strongly reduced at high frequencies compared to the
baseline GWO.
III. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
All observatories of the current generation are going to operate with external-squeezing
injection soon. Quantum-expanded signal extraction will further reduce the shot noise at
high frequencies, without affecting the established improvement factor from external squeez-
ing. The quantum noise at low frequencies (QRPN) will remain unchanged. This differs our
approach from other designs targeting the high-frequency sensitivity [44–46]. The QRPN
can be suppressed independently using already developed approaches using frequency de-
pendent squeezing, variational readout or quantum non-demolition measurements [35–38].
In Fig. 3 we show combination of the quantum expander with variational readout.
Quantum decoherence. Non-classical light is sensitive to decoherence, i.e. to optical loss,
which destroys the inherent quantum correlations [47]. Losses occur inside the detector as
well as on the readout, and have multiple contributions. Any squeezed light application as
well as QRPN suppression technique is limited by optical loss, and the proposed scheme
is not an exception. The quantum expander relies on squeezing operation inside the inter-
ferometer to compensate the loss of signal amplification due to the finite cavity linewidth.
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FIG. 4. Histogram for signal-to-noise ratio of the loudest event for 100 realizations in the Monte-
Carlo simulation. Blue bins represent the SNR of our baseline gravitational wave observatory.
Orange and red bins are associated with the quantum expander with total loss around 3% and
0.5%, respectively. The black dashed line indicates a detection threshold (SNR = 5). We used the
equation of state in [52, 53] and the binary merger rate is taken to be R = 1.54Mpc−3Myr1. The
mass distribution for each neutron star in the binary is taken to be gaussian centered around 1.33
M.
The higher the squeeze factor is, the more it is susceptible to optical loss. The effect of
different readout loss is shown on Fig. 3. In the current generation of GWOs, the optical
readout loss is on the order of 10% [48], and in next observatory generation 3–5% might be
achievable [49]. With advanced techniques, which have been proposed [50, 51], but yet to
be explored experimentally, the readout loss could conceivably be reduced to be as small as
0.5%. Introducing a nonlinear crystal inside the detector will increase the internal loss, due
to additional optical surfaces and optical absorption. A more detailed discussion of different
loss sources can be found in the Supplementary Material. While we believe the added loss
due to a crystal can be relatively small (see e.g. the discussion in [41]), we consider our work
to be a strong a motivation for detailed experimental research and development.
When the quantum expander is combined with external-squeezing injection, the overall
squeeze factor increases further. This makes the requirements for low optical loss more
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stringent. The benefit from quantum expansion in combination with external squeezing
depends not only on the amount of loss, but also on the places where it occurs. There exists
an optimal parametric gain in quantum expander that maximizes the sensitivity by balancing
the signal deamplification in parametric process and squeeze factor [41]. Ultimately every
specific design of the detector has to be optimized with respect to optical parameters to be
able to maximally benefit from quantum expansion.
We envision the quantum expander to become beneficial in future generations of GW
observatories when the technological progress allows to lower the optical losses, and detectors
become longer and overall more sensitive: e.g. in the extensions of the third generation of
observatories (Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer) and beyond.
Astrophysical implications.
Quantum expansion of the bandwidth has a high potential for allowing the observation of
astrophysical objects at different stages of their evolution, starting from the pre-merger and
finishing with the decaying oscillations of the newly formed object. Such observations can
give us a better understanding of physics of neutron stars. The histogram in Fig. 4 shows
the improvement of detectability of gravitational-wave signal emitted by binary neutron star
merger remnants, according to the sensitivities in Fig. 3. There is about 9% chance to have
a single loud event surpassing the detection threshold after a full-year data acquisition in a
baseline GWO, given a specific equation of state for the remnants of neutron star merger [52,
53]. With quantum expader the chance rises to roughly 76% and almost 100% for the system
with 3% and 0.5% optical loss, respectively, which shows a significant improvement relative
to the baseline configuration.
We anticipate that also other metrological [54, 55] as well as optomechanical [56, 57] ex-
periments can benefit from our approach of using a coupled-cavity system with a parametric
amplifier inside for bandwidth expansion.
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Appendix A: Experimental feasibility
In this section we discuss some of the issues of the experimental feasibility. We indicate
the main sources of loss and their contribution into the resulting sensitivity, and analyze
the achievable benefit from quantum expansion when combined with external squeezed-light
injection.
1. Optical loss
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FIG. 5. Relative contribution of different vacuum modes to the overall sensitivity of the detector
at different frequencies. Input (solid red) vacuum mode defines the main sensitivity level, and the
rest come from the various sources of loss: loss inside the SE cavity (dashed magenta), detection
loss (dot-dashed blue) and arm cavity loss (dotted green). The parameters are taken according
to Table S1: internal loss is 1500 ppm single-trip, detection loss is 1%, transmission of the end
mirror is 100 ppm (increased relative to Table S1 to emphasize the smallness of its influence on the
sensitivity)
As we discuss in the main text, quantum expander creates squeezing at high frequencies to
counteract the effect of the detector’s bandwidth. When combined with external squeezing,
quantum expander produces a high amount of squeezing at high frequencies, which imposes a
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strict requirements on reducing the optical losses. The losses occur inside the detector: inside
the arm cavity, and inside the SE cavity; as well as on the readout train: from the SE mirror
to the detector. The external squeezing additionally suffers from the injection loss. On Fig.5
we show the contribution of different sources of loss as a function of frequency. We note
that the detection loss and loss inside the SE cavity are the most important contributions.
The detection loss currently is rather high, but the way to mitigate this loss by parametric
amplification was proposed by Caves [50] and recently re-investigated experimentally [51].
The idea of this approach is to amplify both the signal and the noise by the same amount
before it experiences loss, such that the resulting noise is much above vacuum uncertainty,
and the loss does not affect it significantly. The simplest example of it is detecting some
signal G embedded in squeezed vacuum, with detection efficiency η:
S = η(e−2r +G2)e2q + 1− η, (A1)
where r is the squeeze factor and q is the Caves’ amplification factor. The SNR is given
by SNR = ηe2q (1− η(1− e−2re2q))−1. Without amplification, q = 0, in the limit of large
squeezing e−2r ≈ 0 the SNR is limited to SNRq=0 ≤ η(1− η)−1. When the amplification is
large, q →∞, the SNR becomes independent on the loss: SNRq→∞ = e2r, and only benefits
from initial squeezing. The only source of detection loss that cannot be mitigated by Caves’
amplification is the loss in the Faraday isolator used for injecting external squeezing. We
assume this to be a limitation in the detection loss, which corresponds to the 0.5%[49]
mentioned in the main text.
Internal loss will be increased due to the additional optical surfaces of the nonlinear crystal
and the absorption of the crystal. While the actual contribution to the loss from such a
crystal requires a separate investigation, we give an estimate based on the squeezing cavity
design for the table-top experiments. If the PPKTP crystal will be used, it’s absorption
is ∼ 100 ppm per cm depending on wavelength [58]; the surfaces of the crystal will have
to be coated with anti-reflecting coating to minimize the scattering loss. We estimate that
the current standard technology can bring this added loss on the level of 200–500 ppm in
single-pass.
We would like to emphasize, that not every configuration of the GWO will be able to get a
significant benefit from quantum expansion when the external squeezing is in use. Depending
on the amount of loss, and amount of external squeezing injected, the benefit will vary. The
16
FIG. 6. An improvement in the sensitivity of the detector by quantum expander, relative to the
detector with external squeezing injection, depending on the amount of total loss (internal and
readout). The higher is the external squeezing, the more stringent is the loss requirement for being
able to benefit from using the quantum expander. The sensitivity depends in a non-trivial way on
the losses, which is reflected in the benefit from QE shown on the figure.
reason is an additional de-amplification of the signal in the quantum expander. When
the loss is high, the squeezing of the noise by quantum expander in addition to external
squeezing might be not significant. However, the parametric process inside the detector
reduces the signal, hence the signal-to-noise ratio might even become reduced compared to
the detector without quantum expander, if the sub-optimal parametric gain is chosen. There
always exists an optimal gain, for which the benefit is maximal. If the loss is high, it might be
optimal to amplify the signal (and anti-squeeze the noise), similar to the Caves’ amplification
discussed above. We demonstrate possible improvements to the sensitivity in Fig. 6. We
note, that this specific design is based on the benchmark parameters adopted by the LIGO-
Virgo Collaboration, as presented in Table I, and corresponds to the sensitivity as given in
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FIG. 7. An example of sensitivity improvement in a particular design of a detector with 1% of
total loss and 10 dB external squeezing injection, the parameters are given in Table S1.
Fig. 7. In reality, the benefit from quantum expansion can be increased by optimizing the
optical design (e.g. SE cavity length and mirrors’ reflectivities). The optimized sensitivity
given by the quantum expander is a topic of future studies.
2. Crystal inside the detector
There are several issues to be taken into account with placing the crystal inside the SE
cavity.
First, the size of crystal itself has to be large enough so that the optical beam does not
clip on the edges of the crystal. Currently the diameter of the beam inside the SE cavity
is ∼ 2cm [7], with the focal point outside the SE cavity. For comparison, as size of typical
PPKTP crystal used in the squeezed light generation is 1×2 mm [58]. The crystal can be
custom-made, or other nonlinear material can be used. Further, the beam can be focused
inside the SE crystal by changing the curvatures of the mirrors of SE cavity, without using
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parameter description Baseline GWO AdvLIGO
λ optical wavelength 1550nm 1064nm
Parm = Pc/2 arm cavity light power 4MW 840kW
Larm arm cavity length 20 km 4 km
m mirror mass 200 kg 40 kg
LSE SE cavity length 56m 56m
Ti input mirror power transmission 0.07 0.014
Ts SE mirror power transmission 0.35 0.35
Te end mirror power transmission 5ppm 5ppm
e2r external squeezing 10 dB —
λs loss inside SE cavity 1500ppm 1000ppm
η detection efficiency 99% ∼85%
TABLE I. In order to plot the spectral densities in the paper we use the following set of parameters
of some baseline GW observatory, without choosing a specific design from many possibilities of a
3-G topologies. We note that our double-cavity model uses effective parameters. In order to use
this model for the Michelson topology, an effective light power inside the arm cavity has to be used:
Pc = 2Parm, where Parm is the power inside the arms of the Michelson topology [43]
additional optics.
Second, the absorption and scattering in the crystal are generally an important issue
due to possible heating. However, as in this design the detector operates at the dark port
condition, there is no bright carrier field.
Third, the crystal has to be pumped with the frequency doubled parametric pump, which
requires additional optical elements that would deliver the pump beam to the crystal and
ensure the match between modes of the pump and the main beam. This can be done
in multiple ways. As the wavelength of the pump is so different from the fundamental
wavelength, it is possible to coat optical elements with different coatings, such that an
additional cavity is formed by the SEM and ITM for the pump [42]. Alternatively, the
pump can be brought in by replacing the steering mirrors in the SE cavity with dichroic
mirrors, transmissive for the frequency doubled pump. In any case, no additional optics
inside the main interferometer would be required.
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In conclusion, while a non-linear crystal inside the interferometer is technologically chal-
lenging, we do not foresee fundamental problems, and expect our proposal for quantum
expansion to motivate the future research and development work in this direction.
Appendix B: Astrophysical analysis
In this section, we give an illustrative example to estimate the capability of using the
quantum expanders to detect the gravitational waves radiated by neutron star poster-merger
remnants. The method we used here follows the estimation procedure as described in [46,
59]. We perform a Monte Carlo simulation based on the following assumptions: first, the
mass of each individual neutron star in a binary system follows an independent Gaussian
distribution centered at 1.33M with variance 0.09M. The distributions of angular sky
position, inclination and polarisation angles, and the initial phase of the source are assumed
to be flat. The searching range is assumed to be 1 Gpc and the event rate is taken to be ≈
1 Mpc−3Myr−1. Second, the post-merger waveform is assumed to be a parametrized damped
oscillation, which depends on the equation of state of a neutron star, and in frequency domain
it is given by the equation:
h(f) =
50Mpc
pid
hp
Q(2fpQ cosφ0 − (fp − 2ifQ) sinφ0)
f 2p − 4iffpQ− 4Q2(f 2 − f 2p )
, (B1)
where d is the source distance, hp is the peak value of the wave amplitude, Q is the quality
factor of the post-merger oscillation,φ0, fp are the initial phase and the peak frequency of
the waveform, respectively. Among them, hp, Q, fp are parametrized by fitting with the
results generated by numerical simulation [60] and they depend on the choice of equation of
states. In the illustrative examples here, we make use of a relatively stiffer equation of state
proposed in [61], where Q = 23.3, hp ≈ 5× 10−22, and the peak frequency is given by:
fp = 1kHz
(
m1 +m2
M
)[
a2
(
R
1km
)2
+ a1
R
1km
+ a0
]
, (B2)
where R = 14.42 km is the radius of each neutron star, and m1,2 are their masses. The
parameters a2, a1, a0 take the value of 5.503,−0.5495, 0.0157, respectively [61]. We define
the signal to noise ratio as:
SNR =
∫ fmax
fmin
df
|h(f)|2
Shh(f)
, (B3)
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where we take the integration range to be fmin = 1000 Hz, fmax = 4000 Hz. We run 100
Monte-Carlo realizations each with 1000 samples, corresponds to one-year observation. We
exclude the binaries with total mass larger than 3.45M since they will collapse into a black
hole in a very short period of time, less than one period of post-merger oscillation. For each
different interferometer parameter set, we selected out the loudest event in each Monte-Carlo
realization, set SNR = 5 as a threshold signal-to-noise ratio and produce the Figure 4 in the
main text.
Appendix C: Input-output relations
In this section we derive the sensitivity based on the input-output formalism. For sim-
plicity in this section we ignore the effects of quantum radiation pressure noise and optical
losses. These will be included in the full transfer matrix description in Section S5. Based
on the obtained equations we give motivation for writing the Hamiltonian of the system in
the Section S4.
Using the perturbation theory, we decompose the light field into a steady-state amplitude
with amplitude A0 and laser carrier frequency ω0 and a slowly varying noise amplitude a(t)
(see details in [37]):
A(t)=
√
2pih¯ω0
Ac
[
A0e
−iω0t + a(t)e−iω0t
]
+ h.c. (C1)
aˆ(t)=
∫ ∞
−∞
aˆ(ω0 + Ω)e
−iΩtdΩ
2pi
, (C2)
where A is the laser beam cross-section area, h¯ is the reduced Plank constant. It is helpful
to consider the input-output relations of our system in the ‘two-photon formalism’ [62, 63],
where the amplitude and phase quadrature amplitudes aˆ(c) and aˆ(s) of the modulation field
at frequency Ω are linked to the optical fields aˆ(ω ± Ω) via
aˆ(c)(Ω) =
aˆ(ω + Ω) + aˆ†(ω − Ω))√
2
, (C3)
aˆ(s)(Ω) =
aˆ(ω + Ω)− aˆ†(ω − Ω)
i
√
2
. (C4)
These operators obey the commutation relation
[ax(Ω), ax(Ω
′)]= [ay(Ω), ay(Ω′)] = 0, (C5)
[ax(Ω), ay(Ω
′)]= [ax(Ω), ay(Ω′)] = 2piiδ(Ω + Ω′). (C6)
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FIG. 8. Quantum fields in the model of a two-cavity system. Rs,i,e, Ts,i,e are the amplitude reflec-
tivities and transmissivities of the signal extraction, input and end test mirrors correspondingly;
a beam-splitter with power reflectivity λs represents a source of intra-cavity loss, which causes
vacuum noises nˆ1,2 to enter the system.
We make several simplifications to the notation: as we are primarily interested in the
phase quadrature, we will omit index (s) in equations below; we also omit the hats on the
operators for brevity, although all the fields are quantised; we consider only the noise fields
in the frequency domain, so we don’t write that in the equations explicitly: e.g. aˆ(s)(Ω)→ a.
The signal we consider is a phase modulation on the light field induced by motion of the
mirror with infinite mass caused by an external force. This modulation adds a phase shift
on the light reflected off the movable mirror: Erefl = Eine
2ikx(Ω) ≈ Ein(1 + 2ikpx(Ω)), where
kp is the light’s wave vector, Erefl,in are the amplitudes of the reflected and incident light
fields, and x(Ω) is a small mirror displacement. The signal appears only in the equations
for the phase quadrature of the light field.
We model the parametric amplification process as a simple linear amplification of am-
plitude quadrature of the light by some factor eq, without considering the effects of the
parametric pump and the finite size of a crystal. In the full model in section 5 we also
will introduce the possibility to tune the amplification quadrature. With this in mind we
start with writing down the steady-state input-output relations [62, 63] for the quantum
fluctuations of the phase quadrature of the light field, for the cavity cavity model depicted
of Fig. 8. For the detailed explanation of the approach we refer the reader to the review by
Danilishin and Khalili [37]. We choose the arm cavity to be tuned on resonance, so that for
Ω = 0 it has the maximal light power inside.
ds= Tsa+Rscs, (C7)
as= dse
−qeiϕeiΩτSE , (C8)
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bs= Tic+Rias, (C9)
c = de2iΩτarm + 2ikpExe
iΩτarm , (C10)
bs= −Rias + Tic, (C11)
cs= bse
−qeiϕeiΩτSE , (C12)
b = −Rsa+ Tscs, (C13)
where Ri,s =
√
RITM,SE, Ti,s =
√
TITM,SE are the amplitude reflectivity and transmissivity
of input test mirror and signal-extraction mirror; q is an amplification factor on the single
pass through the crystal; τarm,SE = Larm,SE/c is the single trip time in arm cavity of length
Larm and signal extraction cavity of length LSE, with c being the speed of light; ϕ = pi/2 is
the tuning of the SE cavity with respect to the arm cavity; x is a small displacement of the
end mirror due to the GW signal, E is the large classical amplitude of field inside the arm
cavity and kp is the wave vector of the carrier light field.
We find a solution to these equation, splitting the output b into the noise part bn and
signal Gout: b = bn +Xout.
bn = Ra(Ω)a(Ω) = − e
2iϕe2iΩτSE(e2iΩτarm −Ri) + e2q(e2iΩτarmRi − 1)
e2q(e2iΩτarmRi − 1) + e2iϕe2iΩτSE(e2iΩτarm −Ri)Rsa(Ω), (C14)
Xout= T (Ω)x(Ω) = 2ikpEe
iϕeiΩτSEeiΩτarmeqTiTs
e2q(e2iΩτarmRi − 1) + e2iϕe2iΩτSE(e2iΩτarm −Ri)Rsx(Ω), (C15)
where Ra(Ω), T (Ω) are the noise and signal optical transfer functions correspondingly.
We can obtain an intuitive expression for these functions by doing several approximations.
We assume Ωτarm  1, ΩτSE  1, so eiΩτarm,SE ≈ 1 + iΩτarm,SE; and Ti,s  1, so Ri ≈
1 − T 2i /2 = 1 − 2γarmτarm, Rs ≈ 1 − T 2s /2 = 1 − 2γτarm, where γarm, γ are the arm cavity
and the signal-extraction cavity linewidth, respectively; a single-pass optical gain is small:
q  1, so eq ≈ 1 + q = 1 + χτSE, where χ is an effective parametric gain.
With these approximations equations (18-19) can be simplified to
Ra(Ω)= (γ − χ)Ω + i(Ω
2 − ω2s)
(γ + χ)Ω− i(Ω2 − ω2s)
(C16)
T (Ω) = −4ikpE√
τarm
√
γωs
(γ + χ)Ω− i(Ω2 − ω2s)
, (C17)
where we defined a sloshing frequency ωs = c
√
T 2i /(4LSELarm). Notice that these equations
correspond to Eq. (6) in the main text. This helps us to construct a Hamiltonian in the
next Section, which would correspond to this model system.
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We would like to point out the limits of this approximation: it is valid only until sloshing
and signal frequencies are much smaller than the free spectral range of the arm cavity:
Ω, ωs  c/Larm. This condition sets a limit on the transmissivity of the ITM: T 2i 
LSE/Larm. This restricts the applicability of the derived equations to a detector with a
relatively short arm length (e.g. AdvancedLIGO), while a longer detector (as baseline GWO
considered in Table S1) would require a more sophisticated expression with the higher FSR
of the arm cavity taken into account. The assumption of a small transmission of the SE
mirror is often not valid in real designs, which would lead to additional contributions in the
noise spectrum. We perform the full analysis in Section 5.
Appendix D: Hamiltonian approach
In this section we derive the sensitivity of the detector (Eq. 6 of the main text) from the
Hamiltonian of the system. The Hamiltonian is based on the input-output formalism, derived
in the previous section, where a set of approximations was made. These approximations
restrict the analysis to the case when only two modes are taken into account: one in the
arm cavity and one in the signal extraction cavity.
Hˆ = Hˆ0 + Hˆint + Hˆγ + Hˆx − FGWx; (D1)
Hˆ0 = h¯ω0aˆ
†aˆ+ h¯ω0aˆ†qaˆq; (D2)
Hˆint= h¯ωsaˆ
†
qaˆ+
1
2
h¯κβe−2iω0taˆ†qaˆ
†
qe
iφ + h.c.; (D3)
Hˆγ = ih¯
√
2γ
∫ ∞
−∞
(
aˆ†q(ω)aˆin(ω)− aˆ†in(ω)aˆq(ω)
)
dω; (D4)
Hˆx = −Fˆrpxˆ = −h¯G0aˆ†aˆxˆ, (D5)
where aˆ, aˆq are the arm cavity and SE cavity modes, and ω0 is their natural resonance
frequency; ωs = c
√
TITM/(4LSELarm) is the coupling rate between two cavities, TITM is the
transmission of the front mirror of the arm cavity, LSE, Larm are the lengths of the signal
extraction and arm cavity, respectively; γ = cTSE/(4LSE) is the coupling rate of the SE
mode to the continuum of input modes aˆin; x is the displacement of the test mass partially
in reaction to the gravitational-wave tidal force FGW; the mirror motion x is coupled via
the radiation-pressure force Fˆrp to the cavity mode with strength G0 = ω0/Larm; κ is the
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coupling strength due to a crystal nonlinearity under a second harmonic pump field with
amplitude β and phase φ. The pump field is assumed to be classical and its depletion is
neglected. The effect of the back-action noise can be neglected, so displacement of the mirror
is coupled only to a GW strain: x = h0/Larm.
We obtain the Langevin equations of motion for the cavity modes in the frame rotating
at ω0 and expand the quantum amplitudes into a sum of large classical amplitude and small
quantum fluctuation, aˆ→ A+ aˆ:
˙ˆa = −iωsaˆq + iGh0; (D6)
˙ˆaq = −iωsaˆ− γaˆq +
√
2γain − iχaˆ†seiφ; (D7)
aˆout= −aˆin +
√
2γaˆq. (D8)
where we defined an effective coupling strength of GW signal strain G =
√
2PcLarmω0/(h¯c)
and optical power inside the arm cavity Pc = h¯ω0a¯, with a¯ being an average amplitude of
the mode aˆ; and the effective parametric gain χ = κβ,
As we are interested in the spectral properties of the system, we transform into a Fourier
domain: ˙ˆa(t) → −iΩaˆ(Ω). The outgoing light is measured by a homodyne detector, which
measures the quadratures of the light, that are defined as:
aˆ(c) =
aˆ(Ω) + aˆ†(−Ω)√
2
, aˆ(s) =
aˆ(Ω)− aˆ†(−Ω)
i
√
2
(D9)
We obtain the input-output relations for the two quadratures by solving Eqs.(27-29):
aˆ
(c)
out(Ω) = aˆ
(c)
in (Ω)
(γ − χ+ iΩ)Ω− iω2s
(γ + χ− iΩ)Ω + iω2s
+ h0(Ω)
2iG
√
γωs
(γ + χ− iΩ)Ω + iω2s
(D10)
= aˆ
(c)
in (Ω)Ra(Ω) + h0(Ω)T (Ω) (D11)
aˆ
(s)
out(Ω) = aˆ
(s)
in (Ω)
(γ + χ+ iΩ)Ω− iω2s
(γ − χ− iΩ)Ω + iω2s
. (D12)
From these input-output relations we can obtain the sensitivity, by computing the spectral
densities. We define the spectral density of the field aˆ(Ω) as:
Sa(Ω)δ(Ω− Ω′) = 1
2
〈aˆ(Ω)aˆ(Ω′) + aˆ(Ω′)aˆ(Ω)〉 , (D13)
Then the spectral density the output noise aˆ
(c)
out(Ω) is:
Sout(Ω) = Sin(Ω)|Ra(Ω)|2, (D14)
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where Sin(Ω) is the spectral density of incoming light field, which we assume here to be
vacuum: Sin(Ω) = 1. Assuming that we squeeze the signal quadrature of the light: φ =
−pi/2, we obtain the following noise spectral density
Sout(Ω) = 1− 4γχΩ
2
(γ + χ)2Ω2 + (Ω2 − ω2s)2
(D15)
and signal transfer function:
|T (Ω)|2 = 4G
2γω2s
(γ + χ)2Ω2 + (Ω2 − ω2s)2
. (D16)
The total strain sensitivity is given by the noise normalised to the signal transfer function:
Sh(Ω) =
(γ − χ)2Ω2 + (Ω2 − ω2s)2
4G2γω2s
, (D17)
which is the equation (9) in the Main text.
Appendix E: Transfer matrix approach to full description
In this section we use the transfer matrix approach [37] to compute the sensitivity of
the detector taking into account the radiation pressure noise and optical losses. We start
from the same point as in the section S3, but write down the input-output relations as
propagation of the field amplitudes in terms of transfer matrices for each optical element.
The description is broader than strictly needed to compute the spectral density in the main
text (e.g. it includes the effects of dynamical back action), but we find it helpful to use a
general approach.
1. Input-output relations
We describe a two-cavity system, as shown on Fig.8, in terms of input and output quan-
tum fields. Based on two-photon quadrature amplitudes we define the vector aˆ(Ω) =
{aˆ(c)(Ω), aˆ(s)(Ω)}T. The signal extraction cavity can rotate the quadratures due to it’s
detuning from resonance. The optical parametric amplification process also squeezes and
rotates the quadratures. The effect of the signal recycling cavity can be described as a set
of rotations and squeezing operations:
aˆs = O(ϕ)O(θ)SO†(θ)O(φ)(
√
1− λsdˆs +
√
λsnˆ1)e
iΩτSE , (E1)
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bˆs = −Riaˆs + Ticˆ, (E2)
cˆs =
√
1− λsO(φ)O(θ)SO†(θ)O(ϕ)bˆseiΩτSE +
√
λsnˆ2 , (E3)
dˆs = Tsaˆ +Rscˆs, (E4)
where we denote the amplitude reflectivity and transmissivity of the signal recycling and
input mirrors by Rs,i, Ts,i, the power loss inside the cavity (before the crystal) is λs; signal
recycling cavity global delay τSE = LSE/c and the phase delay due to the cavity detuning
before and after the crystal by φ, ϕ. We now introduce the squeeze angle θ and the rotation
matrix
∀φ, O(φ) = {{cosφ,− sinφ}, {sinφ, cosφ}} (E5)
Y = O(pi/2) = {{0,−1}, {1, 0}} (E6)
and squeezing matrix
S = {{eq, 0}, {0, e−q}}, (E7)
with q being the single-pass squeeze factor.
For the arm cavity the corresponding set of equations reads
bˆ = −Rsaˆ + Tscˆs , (E8)
dˆ = Ricˆ + Tiaˆ , (E9)
cˆ = O(δarmτarm)ˆfe
iΩτarm , (E10)
eˆ = O(δarmτarm)dˆe
iΩτarm , (E11)
fˆ = Reeˆ + Tevˆ + 2kReO(pi/2)Exˆ−(Ω) , (E12)
where k = ω/c is the wave vector of the main field, δarm is the arm cavity detuning and
τarm = Larm/c is the propagation time with Larm being the length of the arm cavity, and c
the speed of light. The field E corresponds to the classical amplitude of the field impinging
on the end mirror.
We find the solution to these equations, first for the complex transmissivity and reflec-
tivity of the signal recycling cavity
bˆs = Db [−RiTsM[ϕ, φ]aˆ + Ticˆ] , (E13)
dˆs = Dd [RsTiM[φ, ϕ]cˆ + Tsaˆ] , (E14)
aˆs =M[ϕ, φ]Dd [RsTiM[φ, ϕ]cˆ + Tsaˆ] , (E15)
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cˆs =M[φ, ϕ]Db [−RiTsM[ϕ, φ]aˆ + Ticˆ] , (E16)
(E17)
where we defined
M[φ, ψ] = O(φ)O(θ)SO†(θ)O(ψ)eiΩτSE ,∀φ, ψ , (E18)
Db = (I +RiRs(1− λs)M[ϕ, φ]M[φ, ϕ])−1 , (E19)
Dd = (I +RiRs(1− λs)M[φ, ϕ]M[ϕ, φ])−1 . (E20)
That provides the input-output relations for the signal extraction cavity
bˆ = −Rbaˆ + Tbcˆ + Lb1nˆ1 + Lb2nˆ2 , (E21)
dˆ = Rdcˆ + Tdaˆ + Ld1nˆ1 + Ld2nˆ2 , (E22)
where we introduced the transfer matrices for the fields
Rb = Rs +RiT 2s (1− λs)M[φ, ϕ]DbM[ϕ, φ] , (E23)
Rd = Ri +RsT 2i (1− λs)M[ϕ, φ]DdM[φ, ϕ] , (E24)
Tb = TiTs
√
1− λsM[φ, ϕ]Db , (E25)
Td = TiTs
√
1− λsM[ϕ, φ]Dd , (E26)
Ld1 = −TiRiRs
√
1− λsλsM[φ, ϕ]DdM[ϕ, φ] +
√
λs , (E27)
Ld2 = TiRs
√
λs(1− λs)λsM[φ, ϕ]Dd. (E28)
Now we can derive the fields for the arm cavity yielding
cˆ = ReDcO(δarmτarm)2Tdaˆe2iΩτarm + TeDcO(δarmτarm)vˆeiΩτarm +
+ ReDcO(δarmτarm)2 (Ld1nˆ1 + Ld2nˆ2) e2iΩτarm +
+ 2kReDcO(δarmτarm)YExˆ−(Ω)eiΩτarm (E29)
eˆ = DeO(δarmτarm)TdaˆeiΩτarm + TeDeO(δarmτarm)RdO(δarmτarm)vˆe2iΩτarm +
+ DeO(δarmτarm) (Ld1nˆ1 + Ld2nˆ2) eiΩτarm +
+ 2kReDeO(δarmτarm)RdO(δarmτarm)YExˆ−(Ω)e2iΩτarm (E30)
where
Dc =
(
I −ReO(δarmτarm)2Rde2iΩτarm
)−1
(E31)
De =
(
I −ReO(δarmτarm)RdO(δarmτarm)e2iΩτarm
)−1
. (E32)
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Finally, we find the outgoing field to be
bˆ = −Raˆ + T vˆ + Zxˆ−(Ω) + Lb1nˆ1 + Lb2nˆ2 (E33)
where we defined the transfer matrices:
R = Rb −ReTbDcO(δarmτarm)2Tde2iΩτarm , (E34)
T = TeTbDcO(δarmτarm)eiΩτarm , (E35)
Z = 2kReTbDcO(δarmτarm)YEeiΩτarm , (E36)
Lb1 = −TsRi
√
1− λsλsM[ϕ, φ]DbM[φ, ϕ] , (E37)
Lb2 = TsRiRs
√
1− λsλsM[ϕ, φ]DbM[φ, ϕ]−
√
λs . (E38)
2. Radiation pressure
The radiation pressure force acting on the mirrors has three contributions. First, there is
a constant force due to the classical high-power optical field. It induces a constant shift of
the mirror, which can be compensated with classical feedback. Second, there is a dynamical
classical part, which is amplified by opto-mechanical parametric amplification and which
belongs to the optical spring, and third a fluctuating force due to the uncertainty in the
amplitude quadrature of the light. The latter corresponds to the quantum back-action force
of the carrier light. Following [43], we assume the input test mass to be fixed, and twice
the back action imposed on the back mirror instead (which leads to introduction of effective
light power). Such approximation is valid when the transmission of front mirror is small,
such that the amplitudes of the fields acting on the front and back mirrors are almost equal
(which is the case in our consideration).
F ba = h¯k(E†eˆ(Ω) + F†fˆ(Ω)) = Ffl(Ω)−K(Ω)x−(Ω) . (E39)
where we split the back-action into the noise part Ffl(Ω) and position-dependent optical
spring force with spring constant K(Ω). Taking into account that F = ReE, we find the
equations for these contributions:
F fl(Ω) = h¯k(1 +R2e)E
†DeO(δarmτarm)eiΩτarm (Tdaˆ + Ld1nˆ1 + Ld2nˆ2) +
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+ h¯kTeE
†Lvvˆ; (E40)
Lv = (1 +R2e)DeO(δarmτarm)RdO(δarmτarm)eiΩτarm +Re; (E41)
K(Ω) = −2h¯k2(1 +R2e)ReE†DeO(δarmτarm)RdO(δarmτarm)YEe2iΩτarm −
− 2h¯k2R2eE†YE. (E42)
Without loss of generality we choose the phase of the classical amplitude such that:
E =
√
2E{1, 0}T (E43)
where the amplitude E is connected to the power in the cavity as Pc = 2Parm = h¯ωp|E|2,
where Parm is a power in the corresponding Michelson interferometer [43].
The equation of motion for the test mass taking into account the radiation pressure force:
xˆ−(Ω) = χ(Ω)
[
F fl(Ω)−K(Ω)x−(Ω)
]
, (E44)
which allows us to introduce an effective susceptibility:
χeff(Ω) = (χ
−1 +K(Ω))−1 , (E45)
such that x−(Ω) = χeff(Ω)F fl(Ω).
3. Detection
The presence of optical loss in the readout path, including the detection loss, leads to a
loss of quantum correlations due to mixing with vacuum. We model this loss with a beam
splitter of power transmissivity η = 1− λr and reflectivity (loss) 1− η = λr which mixes in
vacuum n:
b˜(Ω) =
√
ηb(Ω) +
√
1− ηn (E46)
The balanced homodyne detection on the output b˜ at homodyne angle ζ provides the
values
y(Ω) = {cos ζ, sin ζ}Tb˜(Ω) = HTb˜(Ω) (E47)
y(Ω) =
√
ηHT (−Raˆ + T vˆ + Lb1nˆ1 + Lb2nˆ2) +√ηHTZxˆ−(Ω) +
√
1− ηHTn(Ω) (E48)
which we renormalize to the differential mirror displacement
y˜ =
HT (−Raˆ + T vˆ + Lb1nˆ1 + Lb2nˆ2)
HTZ +
√
1− ηHTn√
ηHTZ + xˆ−(Ω) (E49)
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We implement the injection of the squeezing from the outside, by defining an action of
the squeezing operation on the input field aˆ as:
aˆ = Sext[φext]aˆvac, (E50)
where aˆvac is the vacuum field before squeezing, and the squeezing matrix with squeeze factor
qext and squeeze angle φext is defined as
Sext = O(φext){{eqext , 0}, {0, e−qext}}O(−φext). (E51)
All other fields vˆ, nˆ, nˆ1, nˆ1 are in the vacuum state.
From this we get the spectral density for this output
Sx(Ω) = Sxx(Ω) + 2Re[χ
∗
eff(Ω)SxF (Ω)] + |χeff(Ω)|2SFF (Ω), (E52)
where
Sxx =
HT(RSextS†extR† + T T † + Lb1L†b1 + Lb2L†b2)H
|HTZ|2 +
1− η
η
1
|HTZ|2 , (E53)
SFF= h¯
2k2(1 +R2e)
2E†DeO(δarmτarm)
(
TdSextS†extT †d + Ld1L†d1 + Ld2L†d2
)
O†(δarmτarm)D†eE +
+ h¯2k2T 2e E
†LvL†vE, (E54)
SxF =
h¯k
HTZ
(
(1 +R2e)HT(−RSextS†extT †d + Lb1L†d1 + Lb2L†d2)O†(δarmτarm)D†eEe−iΩτarm+
+ TeHTT L†vE
)
. (E55)
Finally we normalize the spectral density to the gravitational-wave strain yielding (taking
into account the effects of high-frequency corrections [64])
Sh(Ω) = Sx(Ω)
4
m2L2Ω4|χeff(Ω)|2
sin2 Ωτarm
Ω2τ 2arm
. (E56)
4. Filter cavities
Filter cavities on the can be used to create a necessary frequency dependence of quan-
tum correlations, such that the QRPN is suppressed or evaded completely. There are
two scenarios, input filter cavity, where the injected squeezing becomes frequency depen-
dent, and output filter cavity, where the homodyne detection becomes frequency dependent.
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We follow [37] and consider a lossless filter cavity, so that the only effect of the cavity
is a frequency-dependent rotation of the input squeezed state aˆ → O[θf (Ω)]aˆ or output
b(Ω)→ O[θf (Ω)]b(Ω), by the angle
θf (Ω) = arctan
2γfδf
γ2f − δ2f + Ω2
, (E57)
where γf is the filter cavity bandwidth, and δf is it’s detuning from resonance. To obtain the
spectral corresponding spectral densities it’s sufficient to modify the squeeze angle φext →
φext + θf (Ω) or homodyne angle ζ → ζ − θf (Ω) in the equations for the spectral density
Eq. E52. The optimal detuning is on the slope of the cavity resonance δf = γf , and the
exact choice of cavity linewidth depends on the parameters of the detector, including the
internal squeezing strength and readout loss.
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